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 The war on terror

 in American grand strategy

 MICHAEL J. BOYLE*

 The declaration of a global war on terror in the aftermath of the attacks of n
 September 2001 constituted the single most ambitious reordering of America's
 foreign policy objectives since the Second World War. Alongside this re-evaluation
 of foreign policy priorities came a stark warning to the rest of the world. At the

 joint session of Congress following the attacks, President Bush said that 'every
 nation, in every region, now has a decision to make. Either you are with us, or
 you are with the terrorists.'1 This ultimatum deepened America's relations with
 states that had a strong interest in destroying Al-Qaeda, and strained those with
 states that had mixed records in combating terrorism, such as Saudi Arabia. While

 September 11 did not change everything?the unipolar structure of the inter
 national system remained intact, for example?it nevertheless profoundly altered
 American grand strategy, reshuffling the alliance system that had served as the
 foundation of US foreign policy since 1945 and making the defeat of terrorism the

 chief object of American power. For a brief time the 'war on terror' appeared to
 chart a new, even revolutionary, direction for America's grand strategy.2

 Six and a half years on, however, the war on terror is adrift. Critics on both sides

 of the Atlantic now doubt that such a war is intellectually or politically sustain
 able. At the root of these doubts lie questions about whether it is possible to wage a
 war against a tactic, rather than a discrete enemy. Shortly after the 9/11 attacks, the
 historian Michael Howard called the declaration of a war on terror a 'terrible and

 irrevocable error' because it conferred the legitimacy of enemy status on terrorists
 and committed the United States to a long, perhaps endless, march against rogue
 states.3 Other critics were unconvinced that the war on terror could be won in any

 conventional way.4 President Bush did little to allay these fears, even suggesting
 during the 2004 presidential election campaign that the war on terror might never

 I am grateful to Nikolas Biziouras, Bill Burke-White, Peter Lehr, Nicholas Rengger and Alex Schmid for their
 helpful comments on this article. All errors and omissions remain mine alone.

 1 George W. Bush, 'Address to a joint session of Congress and the American people', 20 Sept. 2001, http ://www.
 whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010920-8.html, accessed 29 Jan. 2008.

 2 See Ivo Daalder and James Lindsay, America unbound: the Bush revolution in foreign policy (Washington DC:
 Brookings, 2003).

 3 Michael Howard, 'What's in a name? How to fight terrorism', Foreign Affairs 81: 1, Jan.?Feb. 2002, pp.8?13.
 4 For a defence of the war on terror which acknowledges that it cannot be won in the conventional sense, see

 Chris Brown, 'Reflections on the "war on terror", 2 years on', International Politics 41: 1, 2004, pp. 51?64.
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 end.5 There were also objections that fighting terrorism should be a matter for law
 enforcement or the judiciary, rather than primarily a military affair. Some also
 expressed unease with the unintended consequences of the war on terror. Human
 Rights Watch warned that it amounted to a blank cheque to any state that wanted

 to stamp out internal dissent under the cover of 'fighting terrorism'.7

 Reservations about the war on terror among essential allies jumped to new
 heights after the invasion of Iraq in March 2003. But when Iraq collapsed into a
 mix of an insurgency and civil war, even the strongest advocates of the war on
 terror began to have their doubts. Concerned that the language being used might

 play into the narrative of groups like Al-Qaeda, the United Kingdom quietly
 dropped the phrase 'war on terror' in 2006. The Bush administration has also
 shifted its language, talking of a 'long war' against extremism,9 and most of the
 current Democratic candidates for the US presidency have shied away from, or
 explicitly rejected, the concept of a 'war on terrorism'.

 Retrieving and relocating the war on terror

 Despite the unease over the term, the war on terror is likely to be a central element

 of American foreign policy for years to come. The problem of international
 terrorism will certainly remain, and once a phrase like the 'war on terror' has gained

 currency, it will be hard to abandon. But if it is to continue, American policy
 makers will need to think critically about its purpose and how it should be located

 within American grand strategy. In part, this can be done by returning to the core
 ideas behind the National Security Strategy (NSS) ofthe United States, published
 in 2002 and revised in 2006. This document laid out a simple but powerful goal for
 the war on terror: to establish a lasting normative prohibition on both states and
 non-state actors against engaging in or supporting terrorist activities. This idea?
 that winning the war on terror was primarily a normative task?was overshad
 owed by the headlines over the 'axis of evil' and the doctrine of preventive war. In
 the rush of events that followed September 11, the original normative purpose of
 the war on terror was lost, as the US counterterrorism policy drifted off course by
 pursuing Saddam Hussein and by confusing the war on terror with other priorities

 such as promoting democracy. Muddled thinking about the nature of the enemy
 prevented the Bush administration from converting the simple idea behind the war
 on terror?that the United States should be irrevocably opposed to anyone who
 uses indiscriminate violence against non-combatants?into a strategic concept,
 consistent with other goals and tied to tangible measurements of success.

 5 President Bush revealed his view on this prospect in an interview on MSNBC during the 2004 presidential
 campaign. See 'Bush: you cannot show weakness in this world', MSNBC, 2 Sept. 2004, http://www.msnbc.
 msn.com/id/5866571/, accessed 29 Jan. 2008. See also Nedra Pickler, 'Bush sees no end to war on terror', San
 Francisco Chronicle, 15 Aug. 2006.
 This is the solution that Howard would have preferred; see 'What's in a name?'.

 7 Human Rights Watch, World Report 2002, http://www.hrw.org/wr2k2/, accessed 29 Jan. 2008.
 Jason Burke, 'Britain stops talk of "war on terror'", Observer, 10 Dec. 2006.

 9 James Westhead, 'Planning the US "long war" on terror', BBC News, 10 April 2006.
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 The war on terror in American grand strategy

 To relocate the war on terror in American grand strategy, three steps are needed.

 First, American policy-makers need to reject the false analogy between terrorism
 and fascism or communism. This misreading of history, which converts fighting a
 tactic or a method into fighting an ideology, leads to persistent misinterpretations

 of the goals of the war on terror and to confusion over how it might be won. The

 idea that terrorism is a kind of ideology which must be defeated as communism
 or fascism once was has led the United States to chase rogue states on the margins
 of the international system at the expense of its efforts to construct a stable and

 durable international coalition for functional cooperation in countering terrorism.

 Only by rejecting this unhelpful reading of twentieth-century history can these
 priorities be reversed and the war on terror be put back on track.

 Second, the United States needs to recover the original purposes of the war
 on terror: namely, to delegitimize terror as a tactic and to induce states to assume

 responsibility for vigorous policing of terrorist groups within their borders. To
 achieve this predominantly normative goal, US grand strategy should be focused
 on creating a global anti-terror regime that involves costly commitments by
 linchpin states?defined as great powers and crucial but endangered allies such as
 Pakistan and Saudi Arabia?rather than on bringing about regime change in rogue
 states that may cooperate with terrorists. The emphasis of American foreign policy
 should be on lowering the costs of counterterrorism cooperation with states that

 play a key role in the international system, not on policing the margins of that
 system against misbehaviour by rogue regimes. Success in the war on terror should

 be measured not by the perceived legitimacy of discrete US policy choices but by
 the number of these crucial states that accept the delegitimation of terrorism as a
 core foreign policy principle and act accordingly.

 The third step requires a recognition that bilateral enforcement of an anti
 terror regime has costs for US power and puts other elements of American grand

 strategy?including the promotion of democracy and human rights?at risk. To
 reduce these costs and to preserve American freedom of action over the longer
 term, the United States should try to institutionalize cooperation in the war on
 terror and to scale back ambitious policy choices (such as achieving a democratic
 revolution in the Middle East) which increase the risks that states will defect from

 the anti-terror regime. Adopting a strategy of offshore balancing and renouncing
 the policy of preventive war would be ways of jumpstarting this regime and of
 keeping its costs at a manageable level.

 In closing, this article will argue that only by shedding the lenses of the past and

 reorienting American foreign policy around the notion of maintaining a global
 normative injunction inflicting against indiscriminate harm on non-combatants
 can a coherent grand strategy be forged.

 Misreading history

 The link between the war on terror and American grand strategy appeared first in
 the National Security Strategy of 2002. The opening passages of this document
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 reflected its ambition to transform the terms of post-9/11 debate over grand
 strategy by referencing the twentieth-century struggles against fascism and
 communism with their 'militant visions of class, nation, and race which promised

 Utopia and delivered misery'.10 The NSS made an immediate link with the spectre

 of nuclear terrorism, envisaging 'catastrophic technologies in the hands of the
 embittered few' and claiming that America's objective should be nothing less
 than the establishment of decades of peace and prosperity once these residual
 enemies had been defeated.11 The implication was that this war on terrorism was

 a generational challenge against a noxious ideology of terror and mass destruc
 tion, which?after some costs and setbacks?would lead to victory for the United
 States and its allies.

 The most striking aspect ofthe NSS was its argument, made at length, that states

 bore a moral responsibility to prevent indiscriminate harm to non-combatants
 from acts of terrorism.12 While hinting that there are legitimate grievances that

 may radicalize populations, the NSS argued that 'no cause justifies terror' against
 non-combatants. To combat the scourge of terrorism, the NSS declared that the

 US would employ 'direct and continuous action using all the elements of national
 and international power'.13 This language sets the political and moral opposition
 to terrorism as the keystone of American grand strategy, just as anti-communism

 provided a single animating thread through US foreign policy priorities during
 the Cold War. The NSS language indicates that this task is normative as well as
 political and economic. The Bush administration, it says, will use 'the full influence

 of the United States ... working closely with allies and friends, to make clear that

 all acts of terrorism are illegitimate so that terrorism will be viewed in the same

 light as slavery, piracy, or genocide: behaviour that no respectable government can
 condone or support and all must oppose'.H The connection between terrorism and
 other forms of outlawed social behaviour suggested that the Bush administration's

 goal was to create a self-enforcing global norm against terrorism. It called for all
 respectable governments to reject terrorism as a tactic in armed struggle and to 'live

 up to their sovereign responsibilities'. The NSS also announced a series of goals
 which it presumed to be consistent with this normative delegitimation, including
 supporting moderate governments in the Muslim world, combating the under
 lying conditions for terrorism and using effective public diplomacy to encourage

 foreign populations to reject terrorism.

 That the predominant point of reference for the authors of the NSS was the
 ideological battles of the twentieth century is not surprising. Policy-makers
 are always inclined to use ready-made analogies, even when such analogies are

 10 National Security Strategy of the United States (2002), http://www.whitehouse.gov/nsc/nssi.html, accessed
 28 Jan. 2008, p. 1.

 11 NSS (2002), p. 1.
 12 On definitions of terrorism, see Walter Laquer, 'Appendix: toward a definition, or Humpty Dumpty and the

 problem of terrorism', in No end to war (London: Continuum, 2003), pp. 232?8.
 13 NSS (2002), p. 6.
 14 NSS (2002), p. 6.
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 The war on terror in American grand strategy

 inappropriate.15 There is also a marked tendency among policy-makers to draw on
 recent history (usually from within their own lifetimes) to interpret new problems.

 The signature experience for many in the Bush administration was the Cold War,
 which was conceived as an almost endless struggle against an ideological opponent
 bent on total destruction of the United States and its allies.16 But nevertheless it

 was surprising how quickly and superficially both the right and the left applied
 the 'lessons' of the twentieth-century battles against fascism and communism to
 the problem of international terrorism. For the American right, the September
 ii attacks were a new Pearl Harbor, and served as a warning that a new gathering
 storm of terrorist groups and their state sponsors had arrived to threaten freedom

 around the world. Only by reacting with appropriate military force, and by
 denying terrorists sanctuary in fragile states, could the world again be made safe
 for democracy. Liberal supporters of the war on terrorism, including Christopher
 Hitchens, Michael Ignatieff and Thomas Friedman, also saw the war on terror as a

 battle between liberal democracy and its enemies, but argued that battling terrorism

 was consistent (indeed, of a piece) with efforts to stand up to regimes that abused

 human rights and to spread democracy to regions of the world currently under
 authoritarian rule. Both sets of interpretations of the war on terror insisted on
 America's moral clarity, and pointed to the illiberal nature of the opponent as the
 connecting thread between the Second World War, the Cold War and the emerging
 'Global War on Terror'.

 Yet both readings of twentieth-century history as a lens through which to
 view the 'war on terror' are misleading, although in different ways. First, neither

 reading corresponds to the realities of the international system. Unlike before
 the Second World War, there is no 'gathering storm' of states which advocate
 terrorism. The vast majority of states in the international system are largely satis
 fied with the status quo and do not support terrorist groups as a strategy of opposi

 tion to the United States.17 Even in the Middle East, where the problem of this
 new transnational terrorism is primarily (though not exclusively) located, most
 governments support an anti-terror agenda and were quick to line up behind US
 efforts to construct a global anti-terror regime. Potentially revisionist states such as
 Iran have a cagey approach to supporting terrorism, funding terrorist groups such
 as Hezbollah but shying away from direct support for global organizations like
 Al-Qaeda. Even states such as North Korea which have supported terrorist activi
 ties against their regional rivals in the past consistently step away from supporting

 any terrorist activity that might incur the direct wrath of the United States.18

 15 Two seminal discussions of this issue are Richard E. Neustadt and Ernest R. May, Thinking in time: the uses of
 history for decision-makers (New York: Free Press, 1986), and Yuen Foong Khong, Analogies at war: Korea, Munich,
 Dien Bien Phu and the Vietnam decisions of 1965 (Princeton,NJ: Princeton University Press, 1992).

 1 Anatol Lieven and John C. Hulsman, 'Neo-conservatives, liberal hawks and the war on terror: lessons from
 the Cold War', World Policy Journal 23: 3, Fall 2006, pp. 64?74.

 17 For a good review of state sponsorship of terrorism, see Daniel Byman, Deadly connections: states that sponsor
 terrorism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005).

 1 North Korea has not been directly involved in terrorism since the bombing of flight KAL 858 in 1987, though
 it has admitted to abducting Japanese citizens and doing arms deals with terrorist groups such as the Moro
 Islamic Liberation Front in the Philippines. See the US Department of State's background notes on North

 Korea at http://www.state.g0v/r/pa/ei/bgn/2792.htm, accessed 28 Jan. 2008.
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 Moreover, there is no ideological rival to liberalism that has the kind of
 widespread purchase once held by fascism and communism. Unlike the Second
 World War, which divided most of the world into rival camps around, respec
 tively, fascism and liberal democracy, the war on terror (at least initially) unified

 most of the world into a grand coalition against terror, with only a few states
 not enthusiastically coming on board. Liberal democracies may be at the forefront
 of that coalition, in part because together they hold most of the power in the
 international system, but to reduce the geopolitics of the war on terror to a
 dualism between 'liberalism' and 'terror' is overly simplistic. The September n
 attacks also failed to galvanize the Muslim world in the way that Osama bin Laden
 intended. The overwhelming majority ofthe world's Muslim population rejected
 the call to arms by Al-Qaeda, and?even after events like the widely publicized
 abuse of prisoners at Abu Ghraib?there is no evidence to suggest that terrorism
 is somehow transmuting into an ideology that has purchase in the Muslim world
 or beyond.

 Second, this reading of history relies on a superficial and undifferentiated view
 of fascism and communism. The two ideologies had different dispositions and
 aims. Fascism was premised on the glorification of the nation and the state; it was
 totalitarian in assuming that nothing could exist outside the organic relationship
 between the nation and the state. By contrast, communism sought to create a
 classless society characterized by the collective ownership of goods and means of
 producing them; while communism was organized on a national basis, its goal
 was fundamentally transnational in seeking to liberate the oppressed proletariat.
 Despite these differences, those who see the war on terrorism as an ideological war

 tend to lump fascism, communism and Islamic radicalism together, sometimes
 under the awkward term 'Islamofascism'.I9 The case for continuity between the
 three was put most forcefully by Paul Berman in his book Terror and liberalism,

 where he argued that Islamic radicalism has the same conceptual attributes?a
 paranoia infused with anti-Semitism, a sense of persistent victimhood, and a faith
 in death and destruction as liberating forces?that distinguished fascism from
 liberalism.20 In Berman's view, the radical Islam of Al-Qaeda and related groups
 offered a totalitarian solution to world problems through their promise of a
 caliphate that would rule according to a 'pure' version of Islam. If 'Islamism' was
 the descendant of the fascist movements of the 1920s and 1930s, Berman argued,

 it is the natural enemy of liberal democracies everywhere. Moreover, such an
 ideology was fundamentally 'mad', with its fanciful images of Islamic warriors
 battling Crusaders and Zionists.21 For Berman, the war on terror is not novel but
 rather another iteration of the 'war between liberalism and the apocalyptic and
 phantasmagorical movements that have risen up against liberal civilization since
 the calamities of the First World War'.22 Berman was not alone in this interpreta

 19 For a sophisticated defence of this position, see Michael Howard, 'A long war?' Survival 48: 4, Winter
 2006?2007, pp. 7?14.

 20 Paul Berman, Terrorism and liberalism (New York: Norton, 2003).
 21 Berman, Terrorism and liberalism, pp. 182?3.

 22 Berman, Terrorism and liberalism, p. 183.
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 The war on terror in American grand strategy

 tion. Having defeated communism in the undeclared Third World War (aka the
 Cold War), Norman Podhoretz now claims that the US is engaged in the Fourth
 World War against the forces of Islamofascism. Even the respected historian
 Walter Russell Mead sees continuity in US foreign policy, reminding his readers
 that the war on terror is not America's first 'metaphorical war'.23

 This view of radical Islam or Islamofascism as the intellectual descendant of

 totalitarianism and communism may be contested on a number of grounds. As
 Anatol Lieven and John C. Hulsman recently pointed out, such an argument is
 ahistorical; the roots of Islamic radicalism were established nearly a thousand
 years before fascism was conceived.24 Between them, fascism and communism also

 contain a number of essential conceptual attributes?such as a glorification of the
 ethnic group or class, a testy relationship with religion, and an unreserved embrace

 of modern technology and advancement?that are at odds with some variants of
 radical Islam.25 Moreover, this comparison amounts to a vast oversimplification
 of different strands of thought that are in some important respects opposed to
 one another. As Lieven and Hulsman put it, 'to suggest that Salafism, Shiism, and

 Baathism form part of the same basic "movement" is equivalent of suggesting that
 in Europe past, communism, Catholic conservatism, fascism, and Russian czarism

 were basically of part of the same movement because they were all hostile to liberal
 democracy'.2

 This 'lumping together' of anti-western sentiment, Arab nationalism and
 Islamic radicalism may explain why the Bush administration underestimated
 the tensions between Sunni and Shi'a communities in Iraq. By seeing Ba'athism
 as part of a unified movement allied with radical Islam, the administration failed

 to understand that the chief cleavage in Iraq was in fact between sectarian Arab
 groups. Such a view also gives undue force to links on the basis of shared religion
 and hostility towards the United States between enemies with different strategic
 priorities. The United States invaded Iraq in part because it feared that Saddam
 Hussein would cooperate with Osama bin Laden, yet no evidence existed of an
 operational relationship between the Iraqi government and Al-Qaeda.27 In fact,
 bin Laden had denounced Saddam Hussein as a secular Arab leader.28 This confla

 tion of various and conflicting groups under the rubric of radical Islam multiplies
 the problems involved in understanding the enemy/9 This is a particular problem
 given the lack of any evidence to suggest that Al-Qaeda or related jihadist groups

 23 Walter Russell Mead, Power, terror, peace and war: America's grand strategy in a world at risk (New York: Vintage,
 2005), p. in.

 24 Lieven and Hulsman, 'Neo-conservatives, liberal hawks and the war on terror'.

 25 There is an intellectual contradiction in the way that al-Qaeda approaches the use of science and technology.
 While bin Laden has said that only the Taleban?which was deeply hostile to modern science?ruled accord
 ing to pure Islam, neither he nor his al-Qaeda operatives shy away from using modern technology to turn that
 premodern political vision into reality.

 2 Lieven and Hulsman, 'Neo-conservatives, liberal hawks and the war on terror'; see also Anatol Lieven and

 John Hulsman, Ethical realism: a vision for America's role in the world (New York: Pantheon, 2006), p. 45.
 27 This was a chief finding ofthe 9/11 report. See also Walter Pincus and Dana Milbank, 'Al-Qaeda?Hussein link

 is dismissed', Washington Post, 17 June 2004.

 2 For an account of the antipathy between bin Laden and Hussein, see Peter L. Bergen, Holy war inc.: inside the
 secret world of Osama bin Laden (London: Phoenix, 2002), p. 80.

 29 For a good discussion, see Lieven and Hulsman, Ethical realism, pp. 45?7.
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 subscribe to the term 'Islamofascism' or accept its implications. Such a lumping
 together of enemies also insists on their madness without trying to understand
 their discrete political objectives, no matter how unpalatable those might be.30

 This superficial and undifferentiated reading of the 'enemy' through the lens of a
 prefixed historical analogy commits American policy-makers to the cardinal sin of

 war-fighting: not understanding the enemy as it understands itself.
 Third, the confusion over types of enemies that the United States faces has

 implications for how the war on terror might end. A war on terror is principally

 a war on a method of fighting rather than on a discrete ideology. Such a method
 or tactic can be marginalized or delegitimized, but not entirely defeated. By
 contrast, both fascism and communism are substantive ideologies, with specific
 claims about the purpose of political life. The distinction is not trivial. The use
 of the term 'Islamofascism' subtly transforms the task of the war on terror from

 delegitimating a method of combat into defeating a distinct ideology. This is what
 Berman intends, happily offering himself as a 'laptop general' in the war of ideas.31
 Presenting the war on terror as a battle of ideas also has the comforting implication
 that, as in the previous struggles against fascism and communism, the coalition of
 liberal democracies will eventually be successful.

 But?assuming for the sake of argument that an ideology, not a tactic, is at
 issue here?does the US really want to engage in an ideological struggle with
 'radical Islam'? The fact that Osama bin Laden's version of Islam is based?with

 considerable perversions and distortions?on a major world religion raises unset
 tling questions about whether it could be decisively defeated as if it were a secular

 ideology. Both fascism and communism could be measured against experience to
 see if they were successful in delivering their visions of political and social life.
 Local political elites might try to shift the perception of their ideological goals, or
 gloss over their records to retain control of the state, but, as the fall of communism
 in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union demonstrated, such evasions cannot be
 sustained indefinitely.32 Drawing on the inspiration and imagery of a major world
 religion, Islamic radicalism may not be subject to empirical proof or rebuttal in the
 same way that the twentieth-century ideologies were. Its link, however corrupted,

 with a faith that has purchase on millions of believers across the world gives people

 like Osama bin Laden a resonant language with which to build support. Certainly,
 moderate Muslims can reject (and indeed have rejected) his rhetoric and his call to
 arms against the West; but the exhaustion of an ideology of radical Islam would be

 far harder to accomplish than the delegitimation of a tactic, because that ideology

 can tap into that wellspring of faith to buttress its claims. Indeed, far from victory

 being assured, there is even less chance in this struggle that a single catalytic or
 transformative moment (such as the fall of the Berlin Wall) would show that the

 30 For persuasive accounts arguing that bin Laden and Al-Qaeda have clear strategic objectives, see Anon., Impe
 rial hubris: why the West is losing the war on terror (Washington DC: Brassey's, 2004); Robert A. Pape, Dying to win:
 the strategic logic of suicide terrorism (New York: Random House, 2005).

 31 Berman, Terrorism and liberalism, p. 184.

 32 For the possible uniqueness of the fall of communism in the late twentieth century, see Francis Fukuyama,
 After the neocons: America at the crossroads (London: Profile, 2006), pp. 51-65.
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 The war on terror in American grand strategy

 ideological struggle against 'radical Islam' had been won. Shifting the purpose
 of the war on terror from delegitimizing a tactic to defeating an ideological
 enemy?as Berman, Podhoretz and others intend?not only confuses its aim but
 sets a standard for success that will never be reached.33 If anything, the United
 States should be desperately trying to avoid the war on terror being transformed
 into an ideological struggle, not welcoming its transformation.

 Fourth, the prevalence of this analogy with twentieth-century conflict tends to
 reinforce the notion that the solution in the war on terror will be found by looking
 backwards. If the war on terror is a re-enactment of grand historical dramas, and

 if an alliance of liberal democracies prevailed in the past, then an alliance of liberal

 democracies will, the logic goes, be the solution to the current crisis.34 This has led
 to a proliferation of calls for the United States to heed the lessons of wise Cold War

 leaders or to renew the grand sets of institutional bargains that underlay the Cold

 War political order.35 Others have called on America to rethink or perhaps update
 the doctrine of containment.3 Aside from being excessively self-referential, this
 emphasis on the lessons of twentieth-century American history generates a kind
 of myopia about the nature of the threat, how it might be countered and delegiti
 mated, and what kind of grand strategy is best suited to this task.37

 The case for an anti-terror regime

 In both the 2002 and 2006 versions, the NSS starts from the assumption that the

 central purpose of the war on terror should be to delegitimize terrorism as a
 tactic for non-state actors and to induce states into assuming responsibility for
 controlling terrorists within their borders. For the most part, these goals are
 uncontroversial and well grounded in state practice. Most states categorically
 reject the use of terrorism as a strategy for resolving disputes and vigorously
 pursue terrorist organizations in their midst. But there are two categories of states
 which do not fully meet their anti-terror obligations: first, rogue states such as Iran
 and North Korea, which are essentially revisionist powers and sometimes offer
 limited support to terrorist movements as a strategy of opposition; and second,
 linchpin states?crucial allies such as Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Egypt and others?

 which pursue terrorists within their borders but use foot-dragging techniques or
 hedging strategies to lower the domestic political costs of doing so. The strategy of
 the Bush administration has focused attention on the first category, bearing down
 heavily on rogue states that might support terrorist organizations while exerting

 only quiet pressure on linchpin states to live up to their commitments and police
 their territory carefully. The results have not been impressive: President Bush has

 33 See Norman Podhoretz, World War IV: the long struggle against Islamofascism (New York: Doubleday, 2007).
 34 For a call for an 'alliance of democracies', see the final report of the Princeton Project on National Security

 (2006), http://www.wws.princeton.edu/ppns/report.html, accessed 28 Jan. 2008.
 35 G. John Ikenberry, 'American grand strategy in the age of terror', Survival 43: 4, Winter 2001-2002, pp.

 19-34
 3 See Mead, Power, terror, peace and war.

 37 The criticism that this reading of history is unhelpfully self-referential comes from Lieven and Hulsman,
 Ethical realism, p. 50.
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 received only mixed cooperation from linchpin states and has encouraged Iran and
 North Korea to adopt strategies of direct opposition to the United States.

 This record suggests that a reorientation of American grand strategy is in order.
 The focus needs to be shifted away from harassing rogue states on the margins of
 the international system and towards finding a way to lower the domestic costs
 incurred by leaders of linchpin states when pursuing terrorists. For this purpose,
 it is helpful to think of winning the cooperation of states like Saudi Arabia and
 Pakistan in anti-terror measures as a two-level game. In a seminal paper published in
 1988, Robert Putnam argued that negotiators in international agreements contend

 with two distinct sets of trade-offs, at Level I (with their counterparts across the
 negotiating table) and at Level II (with bureaucratic agencies and domestic interest

 groups who had a stake in the outcome of the agreement).38 In such negotiations,
 what concerned states was not just the risk of voluntary defection?that is, where
 another state publicly reneges on a commitment because it knows that little can
 be done to punish it in an anarchic environment?but also involuntary defection,
 where the various parties at Level II refuse to ratify or implement an agreement
 because it is does not fall within their win-set. To resolve this dilemma, according
 to Putnam, negotiators must play a two-level game which finds a settlement at
 Level I which is consistent with their win-sets at Level II.39

 While Putnam intended this framework to apply to negotiations between
 states, it can also be applied to less formalized bilateral or multilateral negotiations
 between states. For example, when the United States demanded that states align
 themselves with it or 'with the terrorists,' it was essentially making a bilateral
 demand that states meet specific US requirements in fighting terrorist organiza
 tions. For many states, this commitment was reasonably low-cost, either because
 they had a vested interest in combating terrorism or because there was no domestic
 constituency which objected to complying with US demands. For many European
 states, for example, the domestic political costs of complying with US demands
 (such as extradition of terrorist suspects, or the transfer of information on passen

 gers on civilian airlines to US authorities) were unpleasant but manageable. For a
 certain number of linchpin states, however, the domestic costs of compliance were
 so high that, if not carefully controlled, they might threaten the stability of the
 regime. Moreover, many of these linchpin states feared that the US might gradu

 ally expand the scope of its demands over time, making cooperation at the outset

 particularly risky. Thus the call for a grand coalition against terrorism affected
 states in different ways depending on the size of their win-set in their dealings with
 the United States.

 There is no shortage of evidence that the willingness of linchpin states to
 accede to US demands for cooperation in counterterrorism was tempered by
 high domestic costs. Consider the case of Pakistan. Shortly after September 11
 the Pakistani government was faced with the unappealing prospect of accepting

 3 Robert D. Putnam, 'Diplomacy and domestic politics: the logic of two-level games', International Organization
 42: 3, Summer 1988, pp. 427?60.

 39 The 'win-set' is defined as the set of options acceptable to both the formal negotiators at Level I and the various
 interested stakeholders at Level II.
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 The war on terror in American grand strategy

 US demands for support in pursuing Al-Qaeda and thus incurring the wrath of
 domestic groups that supported or shared political objectives with Al-Qaeda.
 The volatile Northwest Frontier province of Pakistan, considered fertile ground
 for Al-Qaeda and the Taleban, posed a particular problem for the Pakistani
 government, which had never had full control over that territory.40 To demand
 Pakistani support for the war on terror was equivalent to asking the government
 of President Perez Musharraf simultaneously to take on his restive Islamic funda
 mentalist minority and to challenge the authority of the powerful Interservices
 Intelligence (ISI) agency, which had long supported the Taleban in Afghani
 stan.41 Even so, President Musharraf's choice in 2002 was to throw his lot in with

 the United States, because he calculated that incurring the wrath of the United
 States was more costly than confronting home-grown Islamic opposition. In the
 years since 2002, however, cooperation between the United States and Pakistan
 has waxed and waned depending on the domestic political costs for the Pakistani
 government of dealing with the United States. In 2001?2002, when sympathy for
 the United States remained high in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks,
 the domestic costs of counterterrorism cooperation with the United States were

 manageable and substantial cooperation was achieved.
 But costly American policy choices eventually undid the Pakistani government's

 attempt to walk a fine line between the United States and its domestic opposi
 tion. According to a Pew Global Attitudes study, anti-Americanism in Pakistan
 soared in the aftermath of the invasion of Iraq in March 2003,42 In summer 2002,
 58 per cent of Pakistanis had an unfavourable view of Americans. This increased

 to 71 per cent in the aftermath of the Iraq war (May 2003), dropping back to 50
 per cent in March 2004. In 2004, approximately 46 per cent of those polled in
 Pakistan said that suicide bombings against Americans and westerners in Iraq were

 justified; 61 per cent believed that the Iraqi people would be worse off following
 the invasion than before. Around 66 per cent of Pakistanis also concluded that
 the United States was overreacting to terrorism, and 57 per cent concluded that
 the Iraq war had hurt the fight against terrorism. Such an environment seriously
 constricted the Pakistani government's win-set in its counterterrorism coopera
 tion with the United States. Facing a population of which 65 per cent of those
 polled in March 2004 had a very favourable view of Osama bin Laden, Musharraf
 could not ignore the high domestic political costs of cooperation with the United
 States.43 In Putnam's terms, the costs of domestic opposition at Level II drasti
 cally reduced his win-set in his Level I negotiations with the United States. Such
 high domestic costs made hedging and foot-dragging an optimum strategy for the

 4? See 'Sharia law for Pakistan province', BBC News, 2 June 2003, http://news.bbc.co.Uk/i/hi/world/south_
 asia/2956o20.stm, accessed 28 Jan. 2008.

 41 See Steve Coll, Ghost wars (London: Penguin, 2004).
 42 Pew Global Attitudes Project, 'A year after the Iraq war: mistrust of America in Europe even higher, Muslim

 anger persists', March 2004, http://pewglobal.org/reports/display.php?PageID=796, accessed 28 Jan. 2008.
 43 Regime type may matter here. Strong authoritarian regimes may be able to cooperate with the United States

 and essentially ignore the domestic political costs. Weak or unstable authoritarian or non-democratic regimes
 (such as Pakistan's) and weak democracies (such as Egypt) would be unable to do so for fear that the 'audience
 costs' might be too high.
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 Pakistani government in its anti-terror cooperation with the United States. As a
 result, Pakistan cooperated in turning over terrorist suspects for extradition to the
 United States, and continued to cooperate at inter-agency level, but refused to
 allow the US special forces to engage in search and destroy missions on its territory

 for fear of a severe domestic backlash. It also responded only sluggishly to calls
 from Washington for the Pakistani military to assert government control over the

 Northwest Frontier province, preferring instead to conduct temporary raids and
 to cut deals with local tribal leaders.

 By 2006 Pakistan's willingness to meet US demands had diminished to the point

 where the National Intelligence Director John Negroponte, speaking in a congres
 sional briefing, accused the Pakistani government of harbouring Al-Qaeda.44 Ever

 more distrustful of Pakistan's cooperation in counterterrorism, the Bush adminis
 tration is now reported to be considering expanding covert operations across the
 Pakistani border because it has no faith in the Pakistani government's commit
 ment to pursuing Al-Qaeda.45 Thus, over the last six years, US?Pakistani relations
 have gone from a warm embrace in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks to
 the point where President Musharraf recently threatened that the United States

 will 'regret the day' that it infringes upon Pakistani sovereignty.46 Unpopular
 US policy choices such as the invasion of Iraq and insensitivity to the domestic
 win-set of one of its key partners raised the domestic costs faced by the Pakistani
 government to the point where meaningful counterterrorism cooperation with
 the United States was nearly impossible.

 The effects of US policy on the Pakistani government are now obvious. The
 public perception that President Musharraf has too often given in to American
 demands weakened his government and generated unrest throughout the country.
 Throughout 2006?2007 President Musharraf was regularly assailed by domestic
 critics for being too close to the Bush administration and by US critics for not
 doing enough to locate and destroy Al-Qaeda. His government grew increas
 ingly embattled as suicide attacks began to threaten the stability of the country.
 Amid growing political opposition to his rule, President Musharraf declared a
 state of emergency on 3 November 2007, suspending the constitution and locking
 up hundreds of political opponents under the cover of 'fighting extremism' and
 preventing judicial interference.47 Eventually he eased emergency rule and set a
 date for elections in early January. But on 27 December his chief political rival,
 the pro-western Benazir Bhutto, was assassinated after leaving an election rally, an
 event which provoked riots in Karachi and elsewhere.4 By January 2008 Pakistan?
 a nuclear-armed nation, with a restive Islamic fundamentalist insurgency?stood
 on a knife edge, with almost all of the pro-US actors either discredited or under
 intense political scrutiny. While Pakistan's unravelling is caused by a number of

 44 Julian Borger, 'Pakistan angry at US intelligence chief's claim', Guardian, 13 Jan. 2007.
 45 Stephen Lee Myers, David Sanger and Eric Schmitt, 'US considers new covert push within Pakistan', New York

 Times, 6 Jan. 2007.
 46 'Musharraf tells US: stay out of Pakistan', CNN.com, 12 Jan. 2008.
 47 Reuters, 'Musharraf imposes emergency rule', 3 Nov. 2007.
 48 Salman Masood and Carlotta Gall, 'Bhutto assassination ignites disarray', New York Times, 28 Dec. 2007.
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 The war on terror in American grand strategy

 factors, the escalating US demands for counterterrorism cooperation, coupled with
 hatred of the Bush administration and its policies, have combined to drastically
 constrict the win-set of any Pakistani politician who would genuinely like to cut
 a deal with Washington.

 How can American grand strategy reduce these trade-offs and achieve regular
 and consistent costly commitments from linchpin states? One way to do so would

 be to create a global regime against terrorism. Such a regime would not have to
 exist as a formal institution but could rather take the form of a series of interlinked

 multilateral agreements (like the GATT agreements that preceded the World Trade

 Organization) that facilitate anti-terror cooperation and allow for side-payments
 and punitive measures for non-compliance. The foundations of such a regime
 already exist in part, in the extensive legislation on terrorism passed by the UN
 and other multilateral bodies.49 What does not exist is a standing set of procedures

 through which these various measures can be linked and through which regular
 cooperation by states in the international system can be channelled.

 There are at least two ways in which this could be created if the political will
 existed. First, such a regime could be constructed out of the dense networks of
 bilateral and multilateral treaties that promote anti-terror cooperation. The United

 States could reorient its grand strategy around implementing a kind of Global
 Compact against Terrorism and link these standing arrangements to common rules

 and procedures. The founding members of such a Global Compact could insist on
 certain criteria for membership?such as transparency in financial transactions,
 intelligence-sharing, humane treatment of detainees and similar measures?in
 return for intelligence and law enforcement cooperation at the functional level.
 This GATT-like arrangement would be deeply attractive to countries that wish
 to be closer to the United States; moreover, the pejorative nature of the word
 'terrorism' might shame a lot of states into joining for domestic political reasons.

 A second, less conspicuous way to create such a regime would be to develop
 direct international high-level links between the American Counterterrorist
 Intelligence Centers (CTICS) scattered around the world and the 'nodes' of
 anti-terror cooperation elsewhere. Examples of such regional centres of the global
 anti-terror regime include the counterterrorism centres of the Shanghai Coopera
 tion Organization and the African Union. Creating a network of these counter
 terror mechanisms in the service of a coherent and binding legal regime would
 facilitate information-sharing and law enforcement cooperation while avoiding
 the high costs incurred in insisting on this kind of cooperation on a bilateral
 basis.

 In contrast to the temporary anti-terrorism coalition that formed and dissipated

 after the war in Afghanistan, either form of this anti-terror regime would endure in

 perpetuity as a complex web of agreements binding states to discrete commitments

 (such as closing loopholes for extradition and the financing of terrorism, and intel

 49 For a review of UN legislation on terrorism after 9/11, see Kendall W. Stiles, 'The power of procedure and
 the procedures of the powerful: anti-terror law in the United Nations', Journal of Peace Research 43: 1, 2006, pp.
 37-54
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 ligence cooperation). Such a standing counterterrorism regime would also have
 four distinct advantages for the United States over its current strategy of pursuing

 a war on terror on a bilateral basis. First, it grounds the normative commitment
 against supporting, endorsing or facilitating any group or state which uses indis
 criminate violence against non-combatants in a stable institutional regime, and
 in doing so provides states with regular expectations for anti-terror cooperation.

 Regulating what is expected of a state participating in an anti-terror regime will
 improve intergovernmental cooperation and provide clear benchmarks for state
 behaviour. As Robert Keohane has argued, regimes have value because they lower
 the costs of cooperation and allow for decentralized enforcement of agreed princi

 ples.50 It could also solve collective action problems and allow for side-payments to
 facilitate agreement.51 By setting stable and predictable benchmarks for issues such
 as terrorist financing and extradition, this regime will lower the transaction costs
 that the US currently faces in dealing with these issues bilaterally.

 Second, regimes may have a positive spillover effect for two-level games. A
 government that is actively engaged in an anti-terror regime may be able to shift
 blame for certain outcomes on to the regime and so lower its costs with discon
 tented domestic constituencies.52 For example, an international regime mandating

 disclosure and elimination of funds related to terrorism could provide a way for
 Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries to crack down on Islamic charities that

 give funding to terrorist organizations without appearing to accede to American
 demands. Similarly, Pakistan could offset its domestic costs for pursuing Al-Qaeda
 in the Northwest Frontier province by emphasizing its obligations under the global
 anti-terror regime, and not the demands imposed on it by the United States.53 By

 implementing such an international anti-terror regime, the United States would
 make it easier for its partners in linchpin states to enforce cooperation with anti
 terror measures at a lower cost to themselves.

 Third, such a regime might also make it more costly for states such as Iran to
 resist calls for anti-terror cooperation. The desire to escape their pariah status, and

 practical concern about the consequences of exclusion from the regime, would
 provide strong incentives for such states to join a regime. It would then entail
 obligations for them, and allow enforcement of these obligations to be conducted
 on a decentralized basis (rather than by the United States). This would allow them
 to cooperate on matters of joint concern without the appearance of 'giving in' to
 the Americans. If properly implemented, a strong anti-terror regime might also
 provide a way to draw these states deeper into the international system, rather than
 keeping them on its margins.

 Fourth, a normative anti-terror regime would provide clear yardsticks by which

 success in the war on terror could be assessed. Specifically, such success would not

 50 Robert O. Keohane, After hegemony: cooperation and discord in the world political economy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
 University Press, 1984), p. 244.

 51 A side payment is a concession granted or reward given on another issue area given on the primary issue area
 (in this case, counterterrorism cooperation).

 52 Putnam, 'Diplomacy and domestic polities', p. 457.
 53 For how international pressure can expand the options domestically if used cleverly by a negotiator, see

 Putnam, 'Diplomacy and domestic polities', pp. 455?6.
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 The war on terror in American grand strategy

 be dependent on the perceived legitimacy of discrete US policy choices (such as
 the invasion of Iraq) or the acceptance of American demands for domestic reform

 and internal policing. Rather, 'success' in the war on terror could be measured by
 the number of crucial linchpin states that accept the delegitimation of terrorism
 as a core foreign policy principle and meet their mandated obligations under the
 anti-terror regime. This makes the relative success in the war on terror hinge on

 measurable criteria rather than on a tally of captured and killed or a subjective
 debate about who is, and is not, a 'real' ally in the war against such ill-defined
 enemies such as Islamofascism or terrorism.

 Finally, such a regime would be durable if there were to be a significant shift in
 the structure of the international system. Since the end of the Cold War, scholars

 have been divided over whether unipolarity can last or whether other states will
 inevitably rise to balance US power. Some optimistically suggest that because
 the United States is a benevolent hegemon that poses no threat to other states in
 the international system, it can prolong unipolarity for the foreseeable future.54

 Others argue that balancing is already happening and that unipolarity is a depre
 ciating asset.55 With the rise of China, it is entirely possible that the United States

 will face a bipolar world in the near future. This uncertainty boosts the case for
 a global anti-terror regime. As Keohane pointed out, a stable institutional regime
 can last after hegemony has faded, thus prolonging cooperation even after the
 hegemon is no longer able to regulate enforcement on its own.56 A stable anti
 terror regime would not depend on continuing US hegemony, though it might
 require the United States to set it in motion while it has preponderant power. As a
 hedging strategy for a superpower unsure whether its dominance will last, setting
 up such a stable regime against terrorism is a sound investment.

 Such a standing arrangement necessarily imposes obligations on the US and
 other member states of the regime. Formalized cooperation always comes at a
 price, either in intelligence-sharing or in freedom of action. Winning support for
 a global regime against terrorism may require that the United States eliminate or
 drastically reduce practices such as rendition or the use of 'aggressive interroga
 tion'. These trade-offs would have to be measured, however, against the status
 quo alternative: that is, the United States regulating and enforcing adherence to
 an anti-terror network on a bilateral basis and at its own expense. The record of
 the Bush administration has shown that bilateral enforcement of an anti-terror

 regime has high costs for other US foreign policy priorities, such as the promotion

 of democracy and the expansion of free trade. By making individual demands on
 states America engages in a bargaining process with these states through which
 they are able to extract concessions that render the partnership or cooperation
 costly or inconsistent with other foreign policy goals. Dubious regimes are also

 54 On the possible lasting nature of unipolarity, see William C. Wohlforth, 'The stability of the unipolar world',
 International Security 24: i, Summer 1999, pp. 5?41. See also Keir A. Lieber and Gerard Alexander, 'Waiting for
 balancing: why the world is not pushing back', International Security 30: 1, Summer 2005, pp. 109?39.

 55 Christopher Layne, 'The unipolar illusion revisited: the coming end of the United States' unipolar moment',
 International Security 31: 2, Fall 2006, pp. 7?41.

 5 Keohane, After hegemony, p. 183.
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 able to extract some implicit acknowledgement of their political legitimacy, which

 damages America's moral standing in the war on terror.
 As an illustration, consider the case of Uzbekistan. To wage war on the Taleban

 in Afghanistan, US officials sought overflight and basing rights from the govern

 ment of Uzbekistan, as well as intelligence and law enforcement cooperation.57
 There were persistent rumours that Uzbekistan's autocratic government had also
 agreed to participate in CIA-run renditions of terrorist suspects. But the costs of
 winning cooperation on this basis were significant. As the price of its accession
 to US requests Uzbekistan gained American silence on its human rights abuses,
 including the widespread use of torture by the police, and also acquiescence during
 a brutal government crackdown in 2005. The spillover effects of this partnership

 were significant. The British ambassador, Craig Murphy, went public with his
 condemnation of the United States for providing over $10 million in aid to the
 security services in what was widely seen as a payoff for the Khanabad base.58
 America's dealing with Uzbekistan came at a high political cost, in Europe and
 elsewhere, and made the US appear hypocritical in its advocacy of democracy and
 human rights.

 Even if it lowers the costs of anti-terror cooperation, however, such a regime
 would not allow the United States entirely to escape the problem of relative
 gains.59 Cooperation in regimes is hard to establish because states care not only
 about absolute gains for all but also about relative gains for themselves. Cooper
 ation on security matters has traditionally been seen as hard to achieve because
 states are more concerned about relative gains in this field than in others. An
 anti-terror regime will be no exception. Some states will resist cooperation or
 engage in foot-dragging in order not to empower their rivals in regional political
 contests. The United States should not, for example, expect to see full disclosure
 of Pakistan's support for Kashmiri terrorist groups any time soon. The debates
 over who is a terrorist will not evaporate once a regime is established; moreover,

 states will continue to be loath to provide information on terrorist groups that
 work on their behalf or serve their interests. Achieving this kind of widespread
 and systematic international cooperation on counterterrorism will not be quick
 or easy. But even if full cooperation remains out of reach, a strong anti-terror
 regime will exhibit a centripetal pull on states, drawing them closer to the agreed
 standards for anti-terror cooperation and making foot-dragging and hedging more

 costly over time.
 Ultimately, reorienting American grand strategy around an anti-terror regime

 is a pragmatic gamble in which the United States trades some freedom of action
 for discrete benefits in anti-terror cooperation. Locking itself into an institution

 or regime is a way to reduce instances of bilateral bargaining and to ensure that
 it does not bear disproportionate costs for winning agreement on its demands.

 57 See the description of Uzbekistan's contribution to the war on terror at http://nato.usmission.gov/
 Contributions/Uzebekistan.htm, accessed 28 Jan. 2008.

 58 Nick Paton Walsh and Paul Harris, 'Anger as US backs brutal regime', Guardian, 15 May 2005.
 59 See John J. Mearsheimer, 'The false promise of international institutions', International Security 19: 3, Winter

 I994""5> esp. pp. 19-26.
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 The war on terror in American grand strategy

 Moreover, it preserves for the United States the right to cooperate on functional
 matters without extending political legitimacy to unsavoury practices or regimes.
 This is not a magic bullet for ending terrorism: terrorist groups such as Al-Qaeda
 will not be dissuaded from action because of the existence of a Global Compact
 against Terrorism. The kind of extremism that fuels Al-Qaeda and its partners will

 not disappear simply because a counterterrorism regime has been put in place. But
 transferring anti-terror cooperation to an international counterterrorism regime

 will ground the normative prohibition against terrorism, expand the options of
 key linchpin states and make enduring the war on terror less costly for America
 and its partners.

 Enforcing the anti-terror regime

 The United States will still need to square the creation and maintenance of an
 anti-terror regime with other foreign policy priorities, such as the promotion
 of democracy and the expansion of free enterprise. A coherent American grand
 strategy cannot blithely assume, as the NSS did, that these goals are fully compat
 ible with the pursuit of terrorists across the globe. Transferring the burden of
 regulating and enforcing anti-terrorism measures to a global regime will help
 to shift the onus (and blame) for anti-terrorism measures away from the United
 States. This would detach the war on terror from issues like democratization,

 economic liberalization and the promotion of human rights. Doing so would not
 immediately eliminate the contradictions inherent in pursuing terrorism through
 dealings with autocratic governments while simultaneously promoting democ
 racy, but the elevation of the fight against terrorism to a global regime would go
 some way towards reducing its obvious hypocrisy. This would also not relieve
 the US of ensuring that it is not complicit with strategies that victimize civilians

 or treat them as pawns in a political game. But making a global regime against
 terrorism the centre piece of American strategy will achieve the goals laid out by
 the NSS?grounding the normative prohibition on terror and calling on states to
 conduct vigorous internal policing?with fewer contradictions with other foreign
 policy priorities.

 But the creation of this regime, and its attendant shift from punishing rogue
 regimes to inducing cooperation on the part of linchpin states, must be accom
 panied by a shift in US goals. ? To preserve American power over the long term
 and attract commitment to the anti-terror regime from other states, it is essential

 that the United States scale back ambitious policy choices (such as achieving a
 democratic revolution in the Middle East) that increase the risks of state defection

 from the anti-terror regime.61 Thinking in terms of Putnam's two-level games
 helps to provide a rough indication of which choices should be avoided. While
 the United States cannot constrain itself so far as to refrain from any action which

 0 For a similar argument, see Stephen M. Walt, 'Beyond bin Laden: reshaping US foreign policy', International
 Security 26: 3, Winter 2001?2, pp. 56?78.

 61 For a critique of the relationship between terrorism and democracy, see F. Gregory Gause, 'Can democracy
 stop terrorism?', Foreign Affairs 84: 5, Sept.?Oct. 2005, pp. 62?76.
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 imposes awkward choices on a key linchpin state, it needs to avoid options that
 will create such difficulties as to render anti-terror cooperation nearly impossible.

 Actions that increase the relative probability that a key linchpin state will defect
 from the anti-terror regime must be absolutely eschewed. Those that increase the

 probability of involuntary defection should be avoided unless they are considered
 absolutely vital for US national security. Renouncing the policy of preventive
 war?which President Bush has been loath to do?would be a good way to signal
 this shift in priorities and dramatically expand the win-set of key allies in the war
 on terror.62 Recasting the so-called Freedom Agenda as one that delivers modest
 support for pro-democracy and civil society organizations in authoritarian states?
 but explicitly forsakes regime change?is another way to achieve buy-in to the
 regime from sceptical partners.

 Another way to ensure that the costs are kept low is to adopt a strategy of
 offshore balancing.63 While the civil war in Iraq, and the possibility of military
 action against states such as Iran and North Korea, require that the United States

 maintain some bases and preserve its ability to project force, the United States does

 not need to have a global network of bases or to pay the high costs in maintaining
 readiness around the world. Preserving access to the 'global commons' and

 maintaining the technological capability to project power over distances is suffi
 cient for preserving US freedom of action. 4 Moreover, if the presence of US
 forces in the Middle East tends to fuel the fire for groups like Al-Qaeda, the US

 would be well advised to pull back from its current force disposition and focus
 more on its latent ability to project power.65 An active strategy of basing across the
 world only constricts the options of other regimes and makes compliance with an
 anti-terror regime less likely.

 Such a grand strategy aims to minimize the costs associated with maintaining
 and enforcing an anti-terror regime by scaling back US commitments abroad. Far
 from aiming at the ambitious reordering of the globe that the NSS imagined, a
 US grand strategy based on a stable regime against terror is focused on preventing
 defections from that regime rather than on radically transforming the founda
 tions of global order. This is not dramatic or inspiring, but it may be necessary
 in order to preserve the normative injunction against terror and to ensure that
 a durable coalition of states committed to opposing terrorism in all its forms is

 maintained. A grand strategy based on an anti-terror regime does not rule out the
 chance that American power would need to be directed against rogue regimes,
 but it severely constricts the circumstances under which this could happen. It
 also does not abandon support for democracy promotion, but circumscribes it to
 ensure that key goals in the war on terror are not seriously endangered. Such an
 American grand strategy is modest and based on self-restraint and caution, and its

 Steven E. Miller, 'The Iraq experiment and US national security', Survival 48: 4, Winter 2006?2007.
 3 See Stephen M. Walt, Taming American power: the global response to US primacy (New York: W. W. Norton, 2005),

 especially pp. 218?47; Layne, 'The unipolar illusion revisited'.
 4 Barry R. Posen, 'Command of the commons: the military foundation of US hegemony', International Security

 28: 1, Summer 2003, pp. 5?46.
 5 Pape, Dying to win.
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 successes are more likely to be achieved at the functional level than at the level of

 high politics. But Americans need to come to terms with the fact that bold and
 dramatic revolutions in policy are not what this threat requires. To wage a war
 on terror, Michael Howard reminds us, requires 'secrecy, intelligence, political
 sagacity, quiet ruthlessness' but also 'infinite patience'.66

 Conclusion

 A reorientation of American grand strategy for the 'war on terror' requires the
 United States to forsake bold action and settle in to a long and often gruelling
 fight against Al-Qaeda, an enemy who gives no quarter and shows no respect for
 the distinction between combatant and non-combatant. It also requires that the

 United States realize that the September ii attacks represented both a practical and
 normative challenge: to defeat a discrete terrorist organization and its partners,
 but also to ground a global normative prohibition against terrorism, so that acts of

 terror are seen, like slavery or genocide, as an outlawed form of social behaviour

 that no state or even organized political group can support or endorse.

 To date, American grand strategy has failed to meet this dual challenge, in
 part because it chases the ghosts of vague enemies like Islamofascism, and in part

 because it treats American power as a wasting asset and emphasizes bold, dramatic
 efforts to defeat the 'terrorist threat'. This is a mistake. The war on terror is closer

 to a worldwide global emergency than to a war in the conventional sense, and
 the prospects for victory in counterinsurgencies are notoriously bleak. What is

 most urgently needed to deal with this threat is an attempt to shift the way that
 Americans think about this war. The United States is the first superpower to face

 a sustained battle in the shadows against a resilient and decentralized terrorist
 network which has limited state sponsorship and ideological reach, but signifi
 cant capacity for delivering death and destruction. No solution drawn from the
 historical lessons of the Second World War or the Cold War will suffice to counter

 a slippery or amorphous enemy who does not accept the terms of the fight offered.

 Once the United States acknowledges the fundamental historical novelty of its
 predicament, and the limits of its own power to deal with it, the benefits of estab
 lishing a stable institutional regime against terror, and of linking its fortunes to a
 strong and self-enforcing normative prohibition against killing non-combatants,

 will become readily apparent.

 Howard, 'What's in a name?'.
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